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FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM

Costs on the Scottish Administration

Lands Tribunal for Scotland

261. Section 20 of the Act permits a superior to apply to the Lands Tribunals for Scotland
to preserve a burden in circumstances where loss of the burden would cause him
substantial loss or disadvantage. The superior must first, however, have attempted to
reach an agreement with the vassal under section 19, that the burden or burdens should
be preserved.

262. It is impossible to estimate how many such applications to the Lands Tribunal are likely
to arise, partly because of the filtering action of section 19. A superior will also be
entitled to preserve a burden under section 18 if the land subject to the burden falls
within 100 metres of a permanent building used for human habitation or resort on the
superior's land. There is a test of substantial loss or disadvantage to be overcome for
the superior's application to the Lands Tribunal for Scotland to succeed and superiors
will be aware of this when assessing whether or not to make an application to the
Lands Tribunal under section 20. In terms of numbers of applications to the Lands
Tribunal, the Act may be broadly neutral. Although there will be applications under
section 20 of the Act, there may be a reduced number of applications under section 1
of the Conveyancing and Feudal Reform (Scotland) Act 1970 by vassals seeking
to vary or discharge feudal conditions affecting their property. Such burdens will
automatically fall after the appointed day of abolition unless the superior has taken steps
to preserve them under the provisions of the Act. Applications under section 1 will still
be competent in relation to non-feudal burdens.

263. Although no estimate can be placed on the likely demands to be made of the Lands
Tribunal, they are unlikely to be significant.
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